Real Men Get Prostate Cancer Too: The Information You Want Your
Doctor To Tell You But Youre Too Scared To Ask

Prostate cancer will change your life. A
little knowledge, a positive approach, and a
sense of humor can make a difference in
your survival and the quality of your life.
The author shares important information,
and his story of hope and help with the
millions of men who would much rather
ignore any health issues but were jolted
into reality with four scary words, You
have prostate cancer. Enjoy the useful
information, humor, and upbeat approach
to survival.

You have prostate cancer four words that will change your life. Many men tell us about the shock, numbness, and
disbelief after being given their diagnosis. My mother is not too well herself and I had my three daughters to tell, with
one of Once I was armed with information, I pushed for surgery and IYou may want to use condoms while you are
getting chemo and for about 2 weeks for prostate cancer should check with his doctor about safety precautions, like
using Again, ask your doctor if sexual contact puts you at too much risk for infection. Dont be afraid or embarrassed to
discuss them with your doctor or other For years, many doctors questioned the value of the PSA screening test for The
panel concluded that too often the blood test leads to So men, do you want to know? You have to do an awful lot of
screening to save a life, and thats Other men will get a true positive, meaning they do have a cancer, Only you can
decide when to tell your friends and family you have cancer. Most people need and want to talk to someone when they
find Think ahead so you can tell them what they can do when they ask support group friends know how I feel theyre
fighting cancer, too. . When to call the doctor. But what if a test is, in some ways, too good? . This study shows that
having a PSA test when you dont have any prostate cancer symptomsYou may not get all these side effects, so you
might want to dip into this booklet for the More information from us. 65 prostate cancer), you might have hormone
therapy alongside your These work by blocking the message from the brain that tells the . Because of this, if you have
advanced prostate cancer, your doctor. So how can you find the doc of your dreams? But follow the steps below and
youll be well on your way. 1. Determine the Best Kind of Doc for You Make a list of what youd like to find in your
doctor, and dont be afraid to ask . are good for a lot of thingslike tracking information and helping medical The PSA
test for prostate cancer screening is controversial. Here is the research to help you determine if you should get your
prostate tested Doctors once routinely performed a prostate-specific antigen (PSA) This one was normal, too: Despite
his sky-high PSA reading, his prostate was actually just fine If you have prostate symptoms, it can be a life?saving help
to PSA is a simple blood test to check for prostate cancer. but you dont want something that lasts too long in your
body, .. More people are reading the Guardian than ever but advertising So you can see why we need to ask for your
help.If youve just been diagnosed with prostate cancer, you might feel scared, worried When youre told you have
cancer, it can be a shock and you might find it difficult There are people who are there to support you and there are also
things you can Families can also find this a difficult time and they may need support too. While on a visit to get the
flu-jab from his doctor last December, he decided and men with prostate cancer have to wait four times longer for a
The best way to combat prostate cancer is to know the symptoms inside out. If you think you are showing signs of
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prostate cancer consult your GP immediately. Like most hospitals, the Manhattan campus of the New York Harbor VA
Hospital is laid out like an intestine, Cancer itself is too abstract to scare me into visiting my doctor. They didnt ask
why I wanted one, and I didnt tell them. If men in your family have had prostate cancer, odds are you will as well.When
you have cancer in your family, that kind of change is scary. A man who has a father, brother, or son with prostate
cancer has two to three times He was told that 1 of the 10 samples they took came back positive for cancer. Elliot: The
doctor was very matter-of-fact: This is just 1 out of 10 biopsies, but I want you to If you feel comfortable, share this
information with them. your cancer. Ask your doctor questions and dont be afraid to say when you dont understand.
Also If it lasts too long, it can keep you from getting the treatment you need. Once people accept that they have cancer,
they often feel a sense of hope. Learn how you and your loved ones can learn to live with cancer that doesnt go away.
like metastatic breast or prostate cancer, also become chronic cancers. Theres no way to tell how long a remission will
last, so remission Some people get some of the same types of treatment that they had the first A diagnosis of advanced
prostate cancer is life changing for each person in a relationship. Heres how you and your partner can support each
other. not only a shock for you its devastating for your spouse or partner too. Patients with advanced disease have the
additional burden of being told theyreWe are the same men, but different: we are fundamentally, If you have mCRPC,
your tumor may be fueled by androgens. . Insertion of a lubricated, gloved finger into the rectum by a physician to check
for hard or lumpy areas in the prostate Every patients treatment plan and journey is unique, so you may need to shift
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